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Let Wn and Zn be a bivariate extrema of independent identically distributed
bivariate random variables with a distribution function F. in this paper the
nonuniform estimate of convergence rate of the joint distribution of the
normalized and centralized minima and maxima is obtained.
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1  Introduction
Let { ( ) 121 ≥= jXXX jjj ,, ,, } be independent and identically distributed
bivariate random variables with a distribution function
( ) ( ) 1221121 ≥∀<<= jxXxXPxxF jj ,, ,, ,
and let ( )21 xxx ,=  be an arbitrary point of the Euclidean space. We define by
( )2211 yxyxyx ++=+ , ,
















the arithmetical operations on vectors. By the inequality yx <  we mean the
system of inequalities  ( )2,1=< iyx ii .
We form bivariate maxima and minima
4( ) ( )( )nnn XXXXZ ,,,, ,,max,,,max 212111 = ,( ) ( )( )nnn XXXXW ,,,, ,,min,,,min 212111 = .
Let ( ){ } ( ) ( ){ }1001 2121 ≥>=≥= nbbbnaaa nnnnnn ,,,,,, ,,,,
be sequences of centralizing and normalizing vectors. If the distribution
function F and sequences of centralizing and normalizing vectors are such that
the following limit exits:





( ) ( ) ( )21 yyunnnn eyHybaZP ,lim −∞→ ==+< , (1)
where ( )yH  is a nondegenerate distribution function of two variables.
Let ( ){ } ( ) ( ){ }1001 2121 ≥>=≥= ndddnccc nnnnnn ,,,,,, ,,,,
be sequences of centralizing and normalizing vectors. If the distribution
function F and sequences of centralizing and normalizing vectors are such that













( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )212211 xxzxzxznnnn eeexLxdcWP ,lim −−−∞→ +−−==+< ,  (2)
where ( )xL  is a nondegenerate distribution function of two variables, and
( )11 xF , ( )22 xF  are marginal distribution functions of the distribution function
F(x).
The necessary and sufficient conditions for the convergence of normalized
maxima and normalized minima are formulated in [3].
Suppose that conditions (1) and (2) hold true. Since the bivariate maxima
and bivariate minima are asymptotically independent (see [2]), then
( ) ( ) ( )xLyHxdcWybaZP nnnnnnn =+<+<∞→ ,lim . (3)
In this paper we are going to obtain a nonuniform estimate of the
convergence rate in (3). It will generalize the result obtained in [1].
52  Main result
     Let us denote
[ ) ( ) ( )−+++=∆ ++ xdcFybaFF nnnnybaxdc nnnn ,( ) ( )222111222111 xdcybaFybaxdcF nnnnnnnn ,,,,,,,, ,, ++−++− ,
( ) ( )( )ybaFnyu nnn +−= 11, ,
( ) ( ) ( )yuyuyv nn −= ,, 11 ,
( ) ( ) ( )( )22211112 1 ybaxdcFybaFnxyu nnnnnnn ,,,,, ,, ++++−= ,
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )111212 xzyuxyuxyv nn −−= ,, ,, ,
( ) ( ) ( )( )22211123 1 xdcybaFybaFnxyu nnnnnnn ,,,,, ,, ++++−= ,
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )222323 xzyuxyuxyv nn −−= ,, ,, ,
( ) [ )( )Fnxyu ybaxdcn nnnn ++∆−= ,, , 14
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )xzyuxyuxyv nn −−= ,, ,, 44 .
Theorem. Suppose that (3) holds, and
xdcyba nnnn +>+ .
For all x, y , for which
( ) 21 log, ≤yv n , ( ) 212 log,, ≤xyv n ,
( ) 223 log,, ≤xyv n , ( ) 24 log,, ≤xyv n ,
the following estimate holds true:
( ) ( ) ( ) ≤−+<+< xLyHxdcWybaZP nnnnnn ,
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )xyxyxyy nnnn ,,, ,,,, 423121 ∆+∆+∆+∆≤ .
Here
( ) ( )
( )
( )
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if xy > , and
( ) ( ) ( )yFyZPxWyZP nnnn =<=<< , ,
if xy ≤ . Here nn WW ,, , 21  are components of the bivariate minima Wn.
Let  xdcyba nnnn +>+ . We have
( ) ( ) ( ) ≤−+<+< xLyHxdcWybaZP nnnnnn ,
( ) ( ) +−+≤ − yunnn eybaF
( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) +−++−++ −− 11222111 xzyunnnnnnn eybaxdcFybaF ,,,, , (4)
( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) +−++−++ −− 22222111 xzyunnnnnnn exdcybaFybaF ,,,, ,
[ )( ) ( ) ( )xzyunybaxdc eFnnnn −−++ −∆+ , .
Let us estimate the first summand of the right – hand side of the inequality
(4). We have
( ) ( ) ≤−+ − yunnn eybaF (5)
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )yuyuyunnn eeeybaF nn −−− −+−+≤ ,, 11 .
Let us estimate the second summand of the right – hand side of the
inequality (5). Applying the inequality


















( ) ( ) =−+ − yunnn neybaF ,1









yu ,, 111 (6)








eyu yun n,, .
Let us estimate the first summand of the right – hand side of the inequality
(5). Applying the inequality
( )( ) ( )22 log≤−−+−≤− −−− yxyxyxeee xxy ,
we get
7( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )yvyveee nnyuyuyu n 2111 ,,, +≤− −−− , (7)
if ( ) 21 log, ≤yv n .
Taking into account inequalities (6) and (7), from the inequality (5) we get
( ) ( ) ( )yeybaF nyunnn ,1∆≤−+ − , (8)
if ( ) 21 log, ≤yv n .
Analogously, we get
( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ≤−++−+ −− 11222111 xzyunnnnnnn eybaxdcFybaF ,,,, ,
( )12 xyn ,,∆≤ , (9)
if  ( ) 212 log,, ≤xyv n ;
( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ≤−++−+ −− 22222111 xzyunnnnnnn exdcybaFybaF ,,,, ,
( )23 xyn ,,∆≤ , (10)
if  ( ) 223 log,, ≤xyv n ;
[ )( ) ( ) ( ) ≤−∆ −−++ xzyunybaxdc eFnnnn ,
( )24 xyn ,,∆≤ , (11)
if  ( ) 224 log,, ≤xyv n .
Taking into account inequalities (8) – (11), from the inequality (4) we get
the estimate in (3).
Theorem is proved.
3  The Example
Let { }1≥jX j ,  be independent identically distributed bivariate random
variables with a distribution function
( ) 001 212121 >>+−−= −−−− xxeeexF xxxx ,, .
For the chosen centralizing and normalizing vectors
( )nnan log,log= , ( )11,=nb ,
( )00,=nc , ( )nnnd 11 ,= ,
we have
( ) ( ) ( )xLyHxdcWybaZP nnnnnnn =+<+<∞→ ,lim ; (12)
here
( ) ( ) R∈−−= −− 2121 yyeeyH yy ,,exp ,
8( ) 001 212121 >>+−−= −−−− xxeeexL xxxx ,, .







































121121 112 ,, ,

































221212 123 ,, ,















































Evidently, the order of the convergence rate with respect to n equals n
1 .
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